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UNM

LFC Requ~_~_t_s
Problems
BCMC Lease~~~::. ,{~,. V\liith Gas?
0"
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By RACHAEL DIXON·
LOBO Staff Writer

.

.

The leasing of the Bernalillo
County Medical Center (BCMC) to
the University has been recommended to the New Mexjco
L~gislative Finance Committee in a
repor~ orepared by its staff.
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David said ":that if the legislation
were passed approving the BCMC
lease to the University, the lease
would go into eff!!ctJuly 1978.

· An assistant from the dean's
office of. the UNM medical school
said the LFC will make a recommendation on · whether the state.
Wiliiam Wegner, "administrator
should lease BCMC to the state of BCMC, said, "I do support the
legislature in December.
general concept of moving toward a ·
state-supported,
university teaching
Margie Taylor, public inhospital.'
'
formation officer for the Medical
School, "said the leasing's major
"point of discussion is whether
Bernalillo county residents should
continue to pay $4.6 miliion for the
county's indigent patient care in a
county property tax.
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Don't. touch that dial. Higher
excellent summation1 of~iie n~edslOt"
t?e county and the Umvers1ty a~d ·; therm,ostat settings mean
I m . confident "t~e . J?.r.~~~~al Will, : hipher . fillS bills. Since the
rece1ve. the prope~,c:g,nsldl{~a.~!*~."~r;~~~ of natural gu is climbing
. the legislature. I wlll be appeanng ~·by· l1111ps and boundll man;
before s~ate c.o~mittees to present
..U.f!l.'t!..,.}•tudents will have
the. u~:vemty s case for the
trouble Paying their fill• bills.
.leasmg.
Besides, President Carter wen-

a us to cut down on the C.'Ofl·
sumption of fossil fuels.
There ill'll other alternativu
for home hllllting. For stones
on how to .-ve money and
better heat your home this
wintJer, see our spBCial section
on PIIIJIIS· ·6 1111d 7. Photo by
James Smith.
·

....................

N:e\N Mexico

BCMC is presently owned by
Bernalillo county "with a jointp~wers agreement with the Regents
of the University for operation, the
dean's assistant said. The leasing
would give the responsibility of
BCMC entirely to the University.
The report supports the leasing
of BCMC to the University for financial and administrative reasons·
saying the· "responsibility and
authority for the hospital would be
placed in one organization" thus
resulting in more efficient management and better patient care.
UNM President William Davis
said, "The University has been
working towards a BCMC (ease for
a long time. Leasing BCMC to the
.university would simplify the work
of. operation and expand the
mission to give greater emphasis to
the state rather than the county.
"l'think the LFC study 1s an
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"UNM
Goes On

By D.M. FLYNN
LOBO Asst. News Editor
Forty senior citizens from the
Albuquerque area will be touring
parts of the UNM ·campus today
sponsored by ASUNM in conjunction with other campus groups.
"We're trying to reach a sector
of the population that has been
neglected and introduce them to the
interworkings of the University, not
just the facade," said Dave Garcia,
vice president of ASUNM said.
The senior citizens will be touring
the lnternational Center, Maxwell
Museum, the botanical garden in
the biology complex, the computing
center, the psychology building and
LOBg) offices and the SUB. Lunch

will be served to the visitors at La ·groups.
Posada dining hall and there will be
No appropriations were made to
a film, "Where Edges Meet" pay for thr tour. Swanson said she
shown atKellerHallat3:30p.m.
is contributing her own money to
Mimi Swanson, an ASUNM pay for posters and the projector
Senator and coordinator of Senior rental fee needed for the film.
Citizens Day, said UNM president Garci~,t said he would give the $25
William Davis, Vice President left il) his expense account and
Marvin Johnson, the Student ASVMN President Tom Williams
Veterans, dormitory residents and will also give money from his exAssoc. Dean of Students Karen pense account.
Abrams helped coordinate the tour.
Swanson said she would be
"I asked the senate three times soliciting contributions from
for vol~mteers, and J didn't get any""" senators at Wednesday's meeting.
response at all except (senator) _ "There were ·"SO many (senior
Rudi Martinez who will be driving citizens) wanting to go we had to
one of the vans," she said. The keep the number down to 40. They
senior citizens will be traveling in have a huge waiting list," Swanson
four UNM vans in two separate said.

Do You Fit This
Des·crtption ?
• I
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By TIM GALLA(IHER
LOBO Editor
The average student at UNM is 25.3 years
old, is a resident of New Mexico, went to
UNM last year and is half-man, half-woman.
Figures released from the registrar's office
indicate that the average age o·f UNM's
21,265 students this semester is 25.3.
The· figures also show that just slightly
more than half of those students, 50 3 per
cent are tnen.
Catherine Furman, a statistician in the
UNM admission and records diVision, said .
there have been about as many women as
men on campus for at least the past seven
years. "The women have been gaining
gradually during the 1st seven years; I've been
watching it,'' she said, "but I don't think it's
been that great a change.' •·
Furman also said the average age of
students has crept up only slightly since 1970.
In 1970, the average age of all students was
. 24.5 years old. It has increased by only .8 of
a year.since then.
·
i'Part ofthat is due to the decrease in the
freshmen population," Furman said. Freshmen enrolment has been decreasing for the
last couple of years because students born
during the baby boom of the late - 1940s to
mid-1950s are now sophomores and juniors.
Freshmen still comprise the largest class at
UNM. there are 4:,591 freshmen, 4,542
sophomores, 2, 768 juniors and 2,803 seniors.
There are 2,815 non-degree students, 50 un•
classified and 82 fifth-year student's, acco.rd-

ing to the figures. Out of the 3,974 graduate
students, 310 are enrolled in the law school,
295 are in the med school and 267 are in the
business grad school. The rest are enrolled in
various other graduate programs.
The average age of the graduate student is
30.6 years old- up from 29.9 in 1970.
The average age of the undergrad is 24.1
years qld- up from 23.0 in 1970.
University College is the most popular spot
for the undergraduates. Of the 17,651 un·dergrads, 7,252 are enrolled in University
College. The next most populated colleges
are: . arts and sciences 2,582; university
studies; 1,207; education; 999; engineering
886; fine arts, 452; business, 414; nursing,
384; pharmacy, 271; architecture, 149;
physical therapy, 21, and medical techology,
14.
Of the 21,625 students on campus, 19,700
are classified as residents.
Well more thin half of UNM .. students
have returned from last year --- 13,931 or
64.4 per cent, are returning students. There
are 2,860 transfer students on campus this
semester.
About 200 undergraduates are enrolled in
associate degree programs with the most
popular programs being dental hygiene (47
students) imd secretarial studies and office
supervision (46).
The loneliest student on campus? We
couldn't find out, but have a pretty good bet.
How about the one student enrolled in the
medical engineering techn'ology program?
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World News

United Press International

To some people, "The Great
Yellow Peril" is the possible in. vasion of Los Angeles by the
Chi~ese. To others, it means

S. A rica.n ~viet ion Squad to Spl1t Families
JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa ~ Government bulldozers

moved into positinn Tuesday to
evict and raze the ghetto homes of
Black men listed by the government·
as single although they may have
wives. and children. Residents have
vowed "to fight with "passive
res is lance."
At issue is a I 960s law in which
the White supremacist government
ruled that the Black township of

single men on the other side of
town. At neither place is 'there
provision for children.
The Rev. Dominee Sam Buti, a
'senior Black member of the Dutch
Reformed Church in the township
The law will take its course said, "That's an explosive thing to
starting today with the eviction of do in the present situation. We have
the first of 3,000 men and the appealed to the authorities, but
razing of their homes.
they won't even listen to us.

Alexandra,
which
adjoins
Johannesburg's upper class White
suburbs, should allow only single
Blacks to live there and,decreed that
they be housed in huge dormitories.

Joas Phahlane, 52, is one of the
typical victims. He has lived in
Alexandra since I 945. He has a wife
and five children.
His house will be one of those
bulldozed to the ground. His wife is
being forced to move into a
women's hostel and he to a men's
compound miles away, There's
nowhere for his children to go.

ALL DANCE
Nov. 18, 1977

s,oo.tt ,on

As far as the law is concerned, all
Blacks living in Alexandra are
single. They cannot have wives or·
children or houses.
The 3,000 men were single years
ago and eligible to live in
Alexandra. But many have since
married and now have families.
Some of those, like John Masela,
a married father of three children,
· applied to change his . status to
married but the application became
bogged down in red tape and three
years later he's still on the township
books as single.

\

Women with single permits will
be housed in hostels in Alexandra;
men will go to a compound for

SUB Ballroom
$1~ JU!I'

pcrli(m

NoJmJcmbcr $2M Jler pcmm

SAN FRANCISCO - Attorneys
for newspaper heiress Patricia
~........................................................................_.iii Hearst Tuesday asked a federal
appeals coun for a rehearing on her
·~
bank robbery conviction, arguing
tliatshe did not get a fair trial.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals last month upheld her
conviction. If a rehearing is denied,
Hearst may go to the U.S. Supreme
Court in her efforts to have the
conviction reversed.
With their petition to the 9th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, the
attorneys attached an affidavit saying that if the trial judge had not
ruled that Hearst could plead the
5th amendment, she would not
have taken the stand.
Hearst was conv';ted of robbing
a San Francisco. bank about six
weeks after she was kidnapped in
1974. She is free on $1.2 million
bail.
Ji"ormnl dnrlcc spOIL~OrL'd by th~ U.N.M. Dnllroom J)ancc Club
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Career I
!~ Services !I
I
~
~ What You Always i
Wanted To Know
i~ About
A Career
i
In Government
I
! But Were Afraid !
·i
To Ask,
1
I
~

~

~·

Some Of The Participating
Agencies Include

I
~ • Kirtland·AFB
Census Bureau
I~ ••US
Bureau Of Outdoor Recreation

! • Social Security Admn.
i • Civil Service Commission
! • Army Corps Of Engineers
~

~

• US Forest Service

~

I~

!

i
!

Government Careerlnformation Day"

Pimps Use Pipeline
To Lure New Flesh

·acMe
Trustees
Meet Fri.

NEW YORK- Since 1970, the number of Midwest girls lured into
Times Square prostitution has increased tenfold, a Minneapolis Police
lieutenant said Tuesday.
Lt. Garry McGaughey said seven years ago the Minneapolis-New
York prostitution pipeline used to provide 30 to 40 Midwest girls a
year. Now 300 to 400 new arrivals are selling their bodies on New
York City streets, he said.
McGaughey made his remarks at a hearing of the State Select
Committee on Crime where a number of officials agreed that juvenile
prostitution is a burgeoning problem but differed on how to stem the
tide.
All it takes, McGaughey said, is a scared, young Midwest kid perhaps with some family problems, drug involvement and a bit of
sexual experience- and a smooth-talking pimp.
"I've known hundreds of•such women and not once did they go
unwillingly," said McGaughey, who came to New York last week in
an unsuccessful effort to take some of the girls off the streets and back
home.
McGaughey said that once in New York, the girls go to work for the
pimp who brought them or else are sold to another pimp, usually for
about $! ,000.
He said some 200 pimps are known to be involved in the pipeline
but in the last six years in Minneapolis, only 35 cases were brought
against pimps because the girls arc reluctant to testify against them.

The appeals court's ruling, after
studying the case for six months,
was that there was no mistake in her
trial th~t warranted ordering a new
trial. In (heir bid for a rehearing,
Hearst's attorneys asked that the
full slate of l I judges hear the case.
The attorneys made these points:
-That the opinion of the circuit
court is in subst!),ntial conflict with
other decisions of that same ocurt.
- That the court overlooked and
misapprehended the law and facts
on t~c appeal.
- That the proceedings involve
questions of exceptional constitutiona! proportion.
The petition said there was disparity between the decision in this
case and decisions of the Supreme
Court, decisions handed down by
other circuits, and other decisions
of the 9th Circuit as to whether or
not the government may properly

t
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Dorms
Cl·ose
Dec. ·16
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summer· session by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New M'c.dco
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While symptoms vary, the early
symptoms are usually a mild increase in temperature of one to two
degrees and occasional intestinal
disturbances with nausea and
vomiting. After a few days the

u~ine may darken and jaundice may
be seen. However, the appearance
.of jaundice may be mis·sing,
depending on the seriousness of the
illness. Loss of appetite, a distaste
for cigarettes and unusual fatigue
are also common.symptoms.
The cause of hepatitis is an infectious virus for which there is as
yet no specific treatment.
Physicians try to control the nausea
when it exists, ancl have the patient
maintain a good state of nutrition.
Bed rest is important, especially
while the symptons are evident.
Physical activity is usually

Hepatitis is mot infectious before
the onset of symptoms in the infected person. After the symptoms
appear, the infectious virus stops
passing through the digestive tract
and the possibility of spreading the

Hepatitis B usually has a longer
incubation period ranging from six
weeks to six months. However,
there have been recent reports of

\
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SOLAS will present Nelson Valdez who will speak
on "Why the Cubans went to Angola" today at 3:30
p.m. in thctducatlon building room 226.

today at 7 p.m. In the

lnlcrnatiorial Center.

I
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Pret~cr

of the school of atchilceture

will discus!; "Problems of Environmental Design" at
the geography depl. bi-monthly brown bag lea on
Thumlay Nov. 17 a! 12:30 p.m. in rm. 204 HOdgin
traiL
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Welcome UNM faculty and students
•
•
•
•

ready made frames
custom framing
metal section frames
pre-cut mats and
mat boards

• art supplies

• original hand painted
~

20% off

ells and water colors
line prints

15% off

Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5:30, Sat 10-5:30

3021-3023 Central Ave. NE
(4 stores east of the Lobo Theatre)

1

. Phone 268-1471

I

3 Mile
Turkey
Trot

welcome.

Dr. Wolfgang

0

_o

First Annual
futramural!Budweiser

There will be an important meeting of Las Cam·
panas ioday at 1 p.m. room 213 Or 253 of the SUB.
)

-<I""

Frame and Art Market

incubation periods as short as two
weeks, Hepatitis B may be very
mild with few or none of the usual
symptoms. If symptoms do appear,
hepatitis B is usually more severe
than hepatitis A.

The
first
annual
Intramural/Budweiser three mile turkey
trot will be held this Saturday,
November 19 at 11:30 a.m. Entries are
due at the intramural Office Friday,
November 18 or by 10:30 before the
race Saturday, at the UNM North Golf
Course Clubhouse.
There are five age groups for·
men and women. The first prize in
each group is a turkey. lntramurals
and Budweiser encourage you to
come out and run for a turkey or to
come and run for your health. The
race is open to all UNM students,
faculty and staff except for
collegiate lettermen and track team
members.
A special fraternity award wi II be
presented to th.e fraternity with the
fastest five runners. A fraternity
house clock will be presented by
the representatives of Budweiser
breweries.

(5 place awards in each age group for
both men and women)
1st prize:
turkey
2nd prize:
Budweiser
swinger cooler
3rd Prize:
Budweiser
thermo stein
4th prize:
Bud Man license
plate
.5th prize:
Bud Man license
plate
Special Fraternity Team award:
House Clock

'

IM Outdoor Shop
Gets New Equipment
The Intramural Outdoor Shop has
geare(l up for the winter season with
the addition of two new items. A
down sleeping bag which goes down
to ·15 degrees is now available for a
rental fee of $1.00 per day pius 50c
cleaning fee. The intramural program
has also added cross country equip·
ment with skis, boots, and poles; all
available for $2.25 a day. Other winter

0
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UNM Intramural· News

or

mmcel

If you have been in close personal
contact with someone who has had
"The Great Yellow Peril", contact
your physician immediately, If the
hcpati tis has been diagnosed as
Type A or Type B, an injection of
gamma globulin may prevent or
retard the development of the
disease.

0

Sponsored by Budweiser

The UNM cremivc writing dept. is sponsoring nn
open reading
prose, poclry etc. Friday, Nov. 18 at
7 p.tn. in lhc general honors center. Everyone is

The Kiv<r club y. .
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UNM's honorary home economics S()(icty is having
a rruit cake sale In the home economics building from
noon 10 5 .p.m. throughout the week:.
i

z
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and using the same bathroom
facilities should be restricted. These
activities may be resumed after the
symptoms disappear and/ or upon
advice from the patient's physician.

disease is substantially reduced.
During the infectious period, the
generally ·transmitted through a. primary method of preventing the
fecal-oral route. This means th!lt spread of this disease is the
the virus is passed through the avoidance of intimate contacts with
intestinal tract of an infected
'
person and through some method
enters the mouth of the second the infected person. Sexual contact,
individual which starts the cycle all sharing eating utensils and food,
over again.

AWARDS AND PRIZES:

l

~

a- dramatic increase up to 40 per
cent of hepatitis cases in autumn.

The director of the UNM International Center has issued a
· remainder to international students
that campus dormitories will be
closed for the semester break Dec.
16 to Jan. 9.
.
Fernando Maresma said international students who plan to
remain in Albuquerque during the
break should begin making plans
for
alternate
living
accommodations.
"Students who will be traveling
during the semester break are asked
to consider renting their apartments
to students unable to remain in
their dormitories," Maresma said.
The UNM international programs and servcies office will post,
requests for students with apartments to rent and for students who
need the apartments, he said. More
information is available from
Maresma at the International
Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.

Orphan
Diseases
Ignored

NEW YORK- Drug companies
are not interested in the research
and production of drugs for treatment of sickle cell anemia, Cooley's
anemia and other genetic and
parasitic diseases because of low
financial return, a researcher said
Tuesday.
Dr·. Anthony Cerami, an
associate professor at Rockefeller
University, heads a team of 30
researchers studying the "orphan
diseases" ..:.. genetic and parasitic
diseases - which afflict about five
million people 'in Africa, South
America and parts of the United
States and the Far East.
"Drug companies are still not
interested in this type of research,"
the biochemist said. "It still
represents a loss from a financial
point Of view.
"They're not really enthusiastic
about putting money into these
compounds. I don't think it will
ever happen ... goodwill doesn't
make for good income," he said.

.

The Board of Trustees of Bernalillo County Medical Center will
meet at 10 a.m. Friday Nov. 18, in
the administrative conference room
ofth.e hospital.

students, hospital workers, and
drug addicts also have a higher
incidence of hepatitis. There is also

months after the symptoms have
disappeared.
There are two major types of
hepatitis - hepatitis A and hepatitis
B. Hepatitis A is a relatively mild
illness with a short incubation
period of two to six weeks before
·symptoms appear. The disease is

Hepatitis B is often carried
through infected needles and infected blood. However, many other
Reports of the hospital's safety
body fluids besides blood have been
committee and of the hospital restricted for a few weeks, Most shown to contain the hepatitis virus
infection control committee are two physicians also recommend that including urine, saliva, semen,
of several reports that are scheduled alcoholic beverages be avoided for vaginal secretions, sneeze droplets,
to be made to the trustees.
anywhere between six and 12 breast milk and tears.

introduce dissimilar acts of conduct
to show the intent of the defendant ..
The defense contends that
Hearst's actions in . a shooting
incident in Los Angeles subsequent
to the robbery should not have been
introduced.

~

I~ Thursday N.ov. 17th 1
~·
I
10:00 - 3 p m
~
!I SUB Ballroom. .I~
rtoa...............................................................................
11

Sexually promiscuous persons,
including
prostitutes
and
homosexuals, are more likely to
develop hepatitis than other
segments of the population. College

f!earst Attys. Ask for Rehearing

OI'EN TO I'UHUC-E:~~:hibilion

Cluh Membcn

jaundice - a yellowing of the
eyeballs and possibly the skin,
which is a common symptom of
hepatitis.

Jan Bosman, spokesman for the
· West Rand Administration Board
which administers Alexandra and
other Black townships such as
Soweto, on Johannesburg's southwestern . edge, said the board is
trying to be as sympathetic as
possible towards Blacks with
families "but all residents of
Alexandra have to be single.

..."'
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Treating the 'Yellow Peril'

'

equipment available includes wood
and Neophrene snow shoes and the
usual assortment of tents and backpacks. The Outdoor Shop is open
Monday from 11:00 to 1:30, 4:30 to
6:00. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
11:30 to 1:30 and Friday 11:00 to
1:30, 3:30 to 5:30. The number to
call for reservation during these
hours is 277-4346.

Age Groups:
Men and Women
17-20
21:26
27-37
38·48
49and over

Group 5
Group4
Group 3
Group2
Group 1

lntramurals
Standings
Men's Basketball
5'10" and Under
w

L

1
1
2
Dabners
0
Lo..blos
Rats
1
0
Dodgers
Baldls Banditos 2

1
1
0
1
1
1
0

Green
FACil
Mean MachJ ne

Red
Fac I
Bad Company
Rookies
Playboys
NROTC
Cuervos
Tequtia & 7

1

2
0
0
1
1

3

1
1
3
2
1
1
0

Blue
Lakers
Plague
Los Maladores
Machine
AILSA
Physlc::al Plant
Los Hombres

Harriers

1
0

2
1
0
2
1
0

Whlto
FACil
Bares
IBN
Coronado 269
Los COyotes
BuckShots
Los Hljos Del
Norte
Santos
Fraternity
Kappa Alpha
Sigma Chi

3

ATO
Phles
Fljls
Slg Eps
SAE

0

2
2

2
0
0

0
1
0

2
1
2

2
1

0

0

2
0

3
0
2
0
1

1

0
2

1
2
2

1
2
0
1

1
0
0
2
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For UNM's Blind
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Cobwebs Rattled
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Map Directs
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The cobwebs have finally been rattled a bit over in the college of Arts
and Sciences, but there's still plenty of cloUded thinking.
The Modern and Classical Languages Dept. (MCL) will now be
advising students who want to take Spanish 101. It will not allow
students who have taken two years of high school Spanish to take 101.
If a student has taken three years of high school Spanish, he won't be
allowed to take Spanish 102. Native Spanish speakers may take
Spanish 112 which emphasizes proper grammar.
THIS NEW POLICY appears to be a sensible one. What it boils
down to, is taking students out of classes that the MCL thinks are
.
merely reviews of high school work.
We believe however, that the MCL is making this decision based on
an assumption which is not true.
By telling students who have taken high school Spanish that they
may not take introductory Spanish in college, the MCL is assuming the
students learned Spanish in high school. If you look at the students
coming out of high school in recent years, you know you can't assume
that they've learned anything. The MCL is also assuming that college
Spanish covers the same curriculum as high school Spanish.
We assume that college-level Spanish classes should teach students
a little bit more that high school Spanish classes. Certainly students
don't pay to take classes at UNM that merely review their high school
classes.
·
FOLLOWING THE MCL'S LINE of reasoning, we see no reason
than that any freshmen should be required to take English 101. After all,
we've all had at least 12 years of English.
The MCL's decision is merely treating the symptom and not the
cuase.
If Spanish 101 is such a soft touch for students who've had high
school Spanish, then the solution is obvious. Make the course tougher
and offer a Spanish 100 course for students who have had no Spanish
whatsoever. Isn't this what the English dept. does in offering English
100, a remedial English course?
·
We do agree that students with previous experience in Spanish
should be separated from students without previous experience.
However ...

.. ~But There's More
Students should be separated by classes, not by curves.
The MCL's second part of this new policy is its continued "knuckling
under" to the wishes of Arts and Sciences Dean Nathaniel Wollman
and his glorious idea of the bell-shaped curve.
ACCORDING TO THE NEW POLICY, all students. in Spanish 101
this semester will be graded on a bell-shaped curve of 10 per cent A's,
20 per cent B's, 40 per cent C's, 20 per cent D's and 10 per cent F's. All
students will be graded on the curve, and then those students who
have no prE;Jvious experience in Spanish will be separated and another
curve will be established for them.
The basic reasoning behind this idea (that students with experience
should be graded apart from students without) seems a fair solution to
us. But again, the reasoning behind the bell-shaped curve is a mystery.
The MCL is responding to pressure from Wollman who might cut
back faculty positions in the MCL if the bell-shaped curve is not
followed.
WE CAN'T BLAME THE MCL for running scared from such dictatorial policty. Wollman, who has spent many years as a A & S dean
(perhaps too many), seems to feel that grades are the best determinant
of quality education. Who cares about their validity; we've got to have
the grades in a nice, neat little order.
~aloney. Any teacher can tell yaa that grades are merely a subjective
label applied to the work a student does in class. Grades have little, or
no bearing on the quality of education a student receives.
UNM should be cbncerned with the quality of education a student
receives, not the student's grade point average.
The first step toward quality education is a varied and viable choice of
courses. Let's make that step and let the bell-shaped curve and its
ringers rot away in .some bell tower,
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Letters

Editor:
After reading the article on Monday in the LOBO concerning Todd
Pink (ASUNM Chief Court Justice),
a lot of questions have come to my
mind. The question Les Marshall
(ASUNM attorney generalf poses·
concerns the opinions of the court
not being typed and distributed to
all members concerned. All
members that are really concerned
about these cases attend the court
hearings at which the decisions are
issued verbally.
Addressing the question of the
student court setting precedents, I
feel as though any precedent set by
a student court hearing, in which
personalities rather than issues
usally reign, would be harmful
occurrence. I'd like to comment
Todd Pink on the job he has done
as the chief court 'justice especially
during last year's horrendous
election.
David Connolly

By MELANIE CARVER
LOBO Staff Writer
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This new tactual map is available to UNM students with sight
disabilities.

K.S. Laxminarayan, president of the association, said the festival will be
highlighted by a dinner of traditional Indian food and an award winning
movie. The dinner will be served from 5 to 6:30 p.m. at the Honors Center
in the UNM Humanities building. The movie, "Chhoto si Baat" directed
by Basu Chatterji, will be screened at 7 p.m. in Room 203 of the Basic
Medical Sciences building on the North Campus.
Cost of the dinner and movie is $2. Laxminarayan said the annual festival
is a way for people to become acquainted with the culture of In~ia. He said
the movie, a love story, accurately protrays social mores and values in
comtemporary·Jndia,

Editor:
Few things in this world frighten me more than to read a well written
editorial by what would appear to be an educated individual such as
Herbert Meredith Orrell. It frightens me. because coming in such a well
presented form, the fatal concept of unilateral disarmament could well
gather support. The great mistake you make, Mr. Orrell, is to assume
that peace depends on disarmament. It does not. Peace will only be
assured through a balance of power. You make the assumption that
unilateral disarmament would be met with similar action by the USSR.
On what basis can you make that assumption? You say the Russian
leaders are not madmen. Need I remind you of Stalin? What insurance
do we have that another like him will not replace the. current party
leader? What explanation do you have for the Hungarian Revolution? I
do not suggest that the Russians are all crazy and we are all just a
peaceful as can be; but when so few have so much power, individual
greed has historically taken precidence (sic) over moral' values. Our own
country has proven that on several occasions. You have only1o look to
the Nixon administration and oil companies to see that.
This is not to say that I am against disarmament, but ra1her I am
against any unilateral measures. To me, unilateral' disarmament is the
quickest and most certain way to insure nuclear war. Show me one
nation without an army or allies that has survived as a nation. This is the
richest country in the world. Why shouldn't the Russians, or anyone
else, attack a nation that has little or no capability to fight back? Have
you any idea of the first strike forces the Soviet Union has now and is
continuing to devei"P at a rate far beyond our own?
What you suggest is not courage, perseverance and trust, but blind
and ill placed faith. Try a little common sense.
David L. Roberson

The association, composed of students from India and Albuquerque
residents, currently has a membership of about 70. Laxminarayan said
anyone interested in the culture of his country is invited to join.

Women's Apparel

many other items

Seconds
S/S Pullover's- V, Scoop, and Jewel Necks. .
LIS Pu Ilover's- V, Scoop and Jewel Necks . .
US Pullover's- Cowl Necks...............

'2.00
'3.00
'4.00

come by before you buy
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610 San Mateo N.E. 268·0040
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$1,000 and Special Services donated
$470.
The Special Services department
offers academic support for
students with learning disabilities or
physical handicaps, he said. "The
department offers tutoring services,
readers, interpeters, transcribers,
and tape recorders for students who
need them.
"There arc only a handful of
schools in the country that provide
this special map service, and we feel
like UNM is now out in front of this
field," Candelaria said.
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The UNM Indo-American Assoc. will hold its annual "Festival oi
Lights'' Nov. 19 on the UNM campus.

Opinion Scarey

_Be?ause. these provisions violate so many basic American conStitutional nghts, there are .seven bills to reform grand juries in the u: s.
Congress, spo~sored_ by John Conyers of Michigan and Joshus Eilberg
of Pennsylvama. IJYnte them, c/o House of Representatives, Wash.
D.C. 20515 for deta1ls or stop by our office.

Very pretty
Very feminine
very, very exciting

Food, Movie Highlight
Indo-American Festival

.DOONESBURY

0. I've been reading a lot about people wanting to reform grand
juries. What are grand juries, and why do they need to be reformed?
A. ~ grand Jury is. a group of 23 citizens who hears testimony 'to
dec1de whether enoug,h evidence exists to bring someone to trial.
Originally created by the Bill of Rights to insure the investigation of
crimes which the police might be reluctant to pursue - crimes of the
rich and the powerful - they unfortunately began to be used under
the Nixon administration as a means' of the government harrassing
active citizens, like anti-war protesters.
If you are subpoenaed to testify before a grand jury:
_- no one has to tell you what you're going to be asked about;
- you cannot have a lawyer in the room with you;
- you can be jailed for refusing to answer any questions;
. - you can be,ask~d broad questions like "name everyone you know
m Wa~h. D.C. - 1f you forget to name someone, you can be jailed
for perjury;
. - you cannot tell anyone ?bout your experience before the grand
JUry, regardless of how unfair you feel it may have been (grand jury
testimony is secret)~

design center, he said. They were
based on examples from two other
schools, MIT and Oklahoma State
Special Services for disad- University, and the design center
vantaged students is distributing came up with many innovations.
The main campus is dividCl.t into
tactual maps of· UNM's main
campus to blind students, said Juan eight sections in the maps, he said,
Candelaria, director of the and there is a detailed model of
each section.
program.
Directions are in Braile, and dif"Patrick Bolles, a former
graduate student, submitted the ferent textures represent buildings,
idea for the maps to us two years sidewalks, and steps.
The project cost just under
ago," he said.
The maps are free to students $1,500, Candelaria said, The
Greater UNM fund contributed
with sight disabilities, he said.
The maps, Candelaria said, are
the product of a cooperative effort
between the Special Services office,
and the design center.
The map project was headed by
Howard Greenstein, of the UNM

ONE
And afford
one ...
Warning!
Christmas will be here
before you know it and If
picture-giving is part of your
Yuletide plans, act now!
To help fill your holiday picture needs UNM Photo Service Is offering a wide range
of special color portrait
packages. As an added
bonus, through November
only, we will give an additional 10% discount from
our already low prices. We
invite you to compare our
quality and cost; we feel
that after you do, you'll
come to Photo Service.
Don't delay! For further
details call 277-5743 or
come by our office at 1820
Las Lomas, N.E. •

A PUCH is breezier and easier
than a bike; vitually maintenance
Jree, and gets up 10 150, mpg,
so it doesn't gobble up the fuel.
LAYAWAY

A PUCH

FOR CHRISTMAS.
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Alternative Heating Systems
Can Dampen the F·uel Bill
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i's Rediscovered

By MELANIE CARVER
LOBO Staff Writer
Many people are rediscovering firewood as a practical heating alternative to expensive fossil fuels, according to a N.M. Public Interest
Research Group (PIRG) consumer guide.
Consumers are finding that woodburning is not only much cheaper than
electricity or fuel oil, but it also creates less pollution, the report said.
NMPIRG has published a pamphlet containing detailed information on
the use of firewood as a heating source.
Pollution caused by wood burning contains .01 to .05 percent sulfer,.
while fossil fuels such as coal and oil contain I to 3 per cent sulfer.
The major difference between wood and fossil fuels is that the pollutants
released by wood occur naturally in time, while fossil fuels are only pollutants when used by man. The wood pollutants are released naturally
through the decaying process, said the report.
Firewood is sold by the cord, a stack of logs four feet wide, four feet
high, and eight feet long, or any stack measuring 128 cubic feet. The'
average cost of a cord in Albuquerque is $60, varying for the type of wood
and the company (see chart). Pinon is the most popular type of firewood in
New Mexico the PIRG report said, although cedar, juniper, and pine are
also available.

Some lumber yards will sell cords for less if it does not have to be
delivered, while others will deliver and stack it.
The woodburner may also cut his own wood, as the US Forest Service
and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) issue permits to cut firewood
PIRG said (see story p. 7).
'
Forest Service permits are free and BLM permits as low as $1 per cord,
the report said. The permits are limited to amount of time and specified
, areas where wood may be cut.
For those who can't afford firewood, the PIRG report suggests using old
newspapers as fuel. Old LOBOS can be soaked in water and detergent
then wrapped in sections around an old broom handle. After the broom i~
removed and the paper logs are dry, the hole in the middle promotes combustion, and the detergent serves as a binder.
The two most common woodburning methods used to heat homes are
fireplaces and woodstoves, the repovt says. ·
Woodstoves are more efficient, losing only 30-40 per cent of their heat
up the flue as compared to a loss of 50-90 per cent in fireniRPP<
Wood and woodstoves are being sold in greater numbers now, than at
any time since the turn of the century. Consumers are finding that wood ia
a practical and renewable energy source, the report said.
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Chopped Wood
Sold. Here
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Company

Two of AlbHqnerque's Top Club Groups
This Weekend In The

1111111 1!1!11:1

In The Student Union Building Basement

Pinon

Brown Garden
4305Lomas NE
266-8651

$70-38

Firewood Co.
2825 Candelaria NE
344-6058

$65-35

About Time
3031 Manzano 1\iE
881-7595

$70-40

Fuel Woods
299-8030

Cedar

$70-40

IHII
8!11 I! 1:31 P.II.
·.
Admission P••lees
Stndents $1.00 each
(With I.D., Plus One Guest)
Public S2.00 each

$7Q-40

Pinon
2623 Candelaria NW
345-5525

$75-40

$75-40

Chaves Firewood
Los Lunas
865-4942

$70--40.

$70-40

NM Fence
Corrales
898-3149

$65 (fulll

Pinon Firewood
2319 Isleta SW
877-8566

$65 (full)

Albq. Wood Yard
112 Veranda NW
345-4963

$75 (full)

Pine

$59-30

Juniper
6114 Oakland NE
821-9031

Saturday, November 19
A Speeial Roek and Roll
Retui"ll .Engagement With

Juniper

$5D-30

$65 (fulll

$65 (full)

Prices for cords are as follows: full measure-half measure.

.I ,

Wood Stoves
Top Fireplaces
For Efficiency
By D. M. FL\'NN
gases escape into the chimney.
LOBO Asst. News Editor
Wood stoves, because of their conWood burning stoves, once a struction, keep the volatile gases
necessity of frontier life, comprise a around longer, extracting heat from
large investment which can range them, before they escape up the
anywhere 'from $50 to $200 depend- chimney.
Although stoves are six times
ing on the quality of the stove and
more
efficient than fireplaces, since
the aesthetic appearance desired.
One question exists. Why a buy they return about 60 per cent of the
woodburning stove, when I already heat to the room, care should be
have a fireplace? According to a taken in purchasing a stove.
There are essentially two differNew Mexico Public Interest
Research Group (NMPIRG) "A ent types of stove construction: cast
fireplace is the single most inef- iron and sheet metal or steel plate.
ficient method of heating a space Cast iron is the most durable of the
two since it will not warp. They
that is still in use toqay."
While fireplaces are romantic, retain the heat longer since they
and what better place is there to take longer to cool down.
Cast iron has a tendency to even
roast nuts in front of, approximately 90 per cent of the heat they out the heat in the room, since the
produce is sucked up by the heat is more evenly distributed. A
chimney, Wood stoves, however, steel or sheet metal stove, on the
are more. efficient in that they con- other hand, will cool faster. As it
sume less fuel and there is less heat cools, the lowered temperature of
the stove is immediately felt in the
loss.
There is no means for controlling room.
There are some advantages to
the passage .of air through a fireplace and a fireplace also sucks steel or , sheet metal stoves.
most of the warm air out of the· Generally, they are .cheaper than
room. B.ut wood stoves control the cast iron because of the rising costs
air flow. Since they are made air- of high quality iron ore.
Steel heats at a more rapid rate
tight by welding and cement, air
than
cast iron and is useful when
enters only where its supposed to,
used
over
short periods of time.
through designed air inlets which
Stoves should be bought caremay be. manually or automf!tically
fully, according to one's wants and
controlled.
Some stoves, the Ashley for resources. Although they do not
example, come equipped with a have the same romantic atmosphere
thermostat device which admits that su~rounds a fireplace, the stove
greater or less amounts of air to will provide more heat for less.
And, for those intending on
~ontrol the rate of burning. In othet
stoves, the air flow may be con· maximizing the efficiency of a
stove, the stove cau always be used
trolled manuaily.
·Since fireplaces are open, volatile in heating up a cup of coffee.

come to Ned's.

Some places get to be famous just because It's fun to be ther~. South Station is one.
Ned's is another. People have known about Ned's for years. Famous for sandwiches,
good bands, super drinks, reasonable prices. Ned•s has an inside full of cozy booths,
and now an outside patio with cool shade, hanging plants and a fountain, And
there's Wednesday night at Ned's. And Friday afternoon, too.
Ned's is a good time. All the time. There"s something for everyone. Something for
you. There's no place like Ned's I

4200 Central S.E,
255-0462
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Voices in DrnmQ City

A..

(Next 4uor tu Cruey Rex all Drug)

01~tV

., ., n·-----.·

HAY A Y SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phon·e 296·8568

t
-~.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma

"For me the voice is a mystery,"
said director James W. Linnell.
"The voices appears in our experi-·
ence as an actor wearing many
masks."
Many masks and voices came
forth at the Rodey Theatre Friday
with the opening of City of Voices.
The play presented an H .R.
Puffinstuff-Alice in Wonderland
type fantasy land inhabited by
animated characters costumeq in
various clown outfits.
This well-constructed spectacle
of player and stage versatility
developed into a carnival of heroes
and villains.
The villain in the tale.
~man
(cleverly played by r
Jregman), has taken over u •• jty. He
has turned it into a somewhat
communistic society rendering
everyone mute. The only way
people can communicate is through
a babbling Stan Laurel type of
verbalization.
Trickster (Alix Pritcher), the
original leader of the city, summons
Mother Nature, a 19-foot mammoth construction requiring ·five
people to manipulate it, to give
birth to a sort of messiah to go and
free the city_Jrg,m its muted state.
RICHARD
LEVY'
3409 CEilTRIII. ll.E.. AI.IIUQUEJIQUE. run. 87106
5- 0 5 • 2 5 6 • 7 1 0 3

Donor Center
pt10T()GRAPHS

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

PRINTS

P 0 S T E R. S.
POSTCAROS
FRAMING

842-6991

!'

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
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•L PICTURE FRAMING

use our
dry mount

Use of dry mounting press Is absolutely FREEl
Dry mount materials avallble for purchase or
bring your own
11 Current Student or Teacher I. D. required
21 Call us for time and reservation.
31 To give everyone time, use must be limited to 30 min .
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PICTURE FRAMING , READY-MADE FRAMES I FRAMING SUPPLIES
3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87106 • 255--3238
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Youngman (Mike Adams), is
born on stage and opens up his
dialogue with some convincing coos
and gurgles. He goes through the
metamorphosis of infancy to boyhood. The power of speech is
bestowed upon him by a peculiar
character called Word Beast.
Trickster tells Youngman of the
trouble in the city and tells him
what he should do. Clown leader
(Chris Parker), a very comical and
loveable character, and a "Three
Stooges" type trio called Macho,
Whino and Whacko (a peculiar
bunch) join Youngman in helping
the city people.
Comparing Linnell's work to
Alice in Wonderland, the group
encounters many strange and
unusual misfortunes. The sequence
of their adventures is tied together
very well with the help of a screen
and projector. During the blackouts and scene changes, a screen
flies in and we see the characters in
cinematography. The play has a
very obvious statement to make.
Linnell says that a city has voices
and those voices must speak to
utilize and maintain a living society.
City oj Voices would be a real
treat for any child, yet an adult
would be more inclined to appreciate the sheer time and effort
that went into the work. John
Malelopsy, the set and lighting
designer, was consistant in presenting one novelty after another.
It is the type of production that is
credited for spectacle and the
technical possibilities of a stage and
stage crafts. The finished product
of the Sophomore Company of the
Theatre Arts Dept. is a demonstration of moveable and workable
material put into play out of
renderings that were conceived and
initiated by a group of people with
common interests.
·
The play runs Nov. 16,25 and 26.

Brock, Waite, Corby o.nd Stocker.

The 8Qbys
"Broken
.
Hean··
/Babys/Chrysalis CHR-1150
By GEORGE GESNER
Broken Heart destroys the
Babys' teen-rock image and
qualifies them as a rock force to be
reckoned with.
Everything that may have kept
the bands first album from being a
hugh success has been remedied.
Excellent songwriting is very
noticeable as the group does most
of the ·musical blueprints. However,
the hit song "Isn't It Time" and the
best song "A Piece of the Action"
are written with outside help.
The album's format has an interesting pattern. The songs
alternate between ballads and
rockers.
It
works
well
psychologically and musically.
John Waite has found his vocal
range and he's invincible. Wally
Stocker plays an economical and
shattering guitar while Michael
Corby and Tony Brock fill out the
group nicely.
Best cuts are ''Wrong or Right,"
"Give Me Your Love," "Isn't It
·Time,\' "The Golden Mile," "I'm
Falling,"""Silver Dreams" and "A
Piece of the Action." A.

Gaye In Stable Condition
CHARRANOOGA Tenn. (UP!) -Soul Singer Marvin Gaye, admitted
'
.
.
to Memorial Hospital Sunday for treatment of exhaustion followmg a
three-month road tour, was listed in stable condition Tuesday.
A lrospital spokesman said Gaye was admitted to the hospital after performing for an audience on the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga
campus.
The spokesman said Gaye was in a special care unit at Memorial and was
undergoing a medical evaluation. His physician was identified as Dr. Pete
Soteres, a specialist in pulmonary diseases and internal medicine .

Cleaf'Up Your Future In The
2-Year AFROTC Program •
What's up after college? That question is enough to get a lot of young p,eople down.
Air Force ROTC college graduates have that worry, too. But their immediate future (and
longer If they choose~ Is much more secure. As a commiSsioned officer, there's a good job
••• Travel. Graduate level education. Promotlons. Financial security. And really, lots more.
If you have tWo academic years remaining, there's a great 2·year AFROTC program still
. available to you. Look Into the details. We think you'll be pleasantly surprised. And pleasantly rewarded.
"Last year/ respondecl to an ad similar to this because I feel as long as we are going to have
a mllftary service the nature of their work demands the best people managing our natural
resources. I also feel, along With resources, they should have the b6sl opportunities
associated with their career. 1 want to get Into an Important profession after I !}raduate With
the best opportunities. Today I am more convinced of the Importance of the Air Force Offleer profession and of the opportunities available to me. Right now 1am drawing a scholarship whiCh pays all my tuition and class fees, books, lab fees and an additional $100.00 a
month/ In addition, I am employe_d at Kirtland AFB In a professional part·tlme job with good
pay while already putting my college courses to work. The real payoff Is having a guaranteed job When I graduate starting at apptoximately $14,000 salary plus a career which !
might W~:Jnt rather than become a civlffan pilot, with my pay at approximately $20,000 at that
time. I would like to tell you more and so would any of the staff at the UNM Aerospace
Studies Department. They ere standing by at 1901 Les Lomas, telephone 277/4602 to assist
you like they helped me" .. • Keith Merrifield,

Soccer Rock
NEW YORK (UP!) - Rock
superstars Mick Jagger, Paul.
Simon and Peter Frampton joined a
new band with 17 other investors
Tuesday when they were awarded
the new Philadelphia franchise in
the North American Soccer League
(NASL).
Jagger, Simon and Frampton,
three of the most popular rock
singers in the world, invested "substantially," according to NASL
sources, in what will be the league's
22nd team.
Phila'delphia lost its spccer
franchise, which was called the
Adams, in 1975 when it collapsed
financially after two seasons. In
addition to Jagger, Simon,
Frampton and Rick Wakeman of
the "Yes" rock band, the new
group will include Frampton's
managers Dee and Bill Anthony;
The Rolling Stones' manager Peter
Rudge; Simon's manager Michael
Tannen and concert promoters Bill
Graham, John Boyle, Sam
L'Hommiedeau, Jim Rissmiller and
Steve Wolf.

HIS pan 1CQ.

The New Mexico Humanities
Council and the Dept. of Modern
and Classical Languages from
UNM announce the third lecture of
the series ''Nuestra Cultura
Hispanica, ?Vive 0 Muere?",
which will be pres en ted by
folklorist Jose Reyna on Thursday,
Nov. 17, in UNM's Ortega Hall
(room 325) at 7:30p.m.
Lecturing on the topic "La
cultura mestiza en Nueve Mexico,"
Reyna will discuss the nature of
mextizo culture in Mexico; the
transmission of mestizo culture to
the Southwest; the nature of the
contact between mestizo and Anglo
cultures (past and present) and the
effects of this contact upon mextizo
culture in New Mexico ,

Auditions
The Albuquerque Opera Theatre
will be holding auditions for chorus
parts in the May 5 and 6 performances of Carmen. The parts are
for tenors and basses and the
auditions will be held from 8 to 9
p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 22, in Room
1111 of the Fine Arts Center. For
additional information call 3443696 .

Covered
.,.,.agon
Makers of Hand. Made
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Geil$ Hits Long Beach
By GEORGE A. GESNER
LONG BEACH, Calif. - Geils
has had a name change and their
music could not be better. They
certainly proved that at the Long
Beach Arena Fri~ay night as they
played one of the cleanest and
tightest sets of music I have heard
in a long time.
The band was celebrating their
lOth anniversary and as Peter Wolf
put it, "We're going to have a
party." And party they did. the
group played songs throughout
their decade of raunchy rock 'n'
roll as well as four excellent
numbers from their latest album,
Monkey Island.
Wolf, the hyperactive frontman,
is proving himself to be like a good
vintage wine; his voice has improved with age, Wolf wasn't the
only talent to be dealt with.
J. Geils would be playing tight
rhythm work on his guitar and

come out once in a while with
unbelievable lead. What makes
Geils such a good guitarist is not
only his musical ability, but the
stance he takes on stage showing
that he's in command.
The Whammer Jammer man
himself Magic Dick was hotter than
a heated stove, and his playing
certainly wasn't a cliche. Danny
Klein and Stephen Jo Bladd filled
out the rhythm section while Seth
Justman further embellished the
Geils sound with his hectic
keyboard work.
Head East headed west to the
beach to open the show. This
midwestern hard rock group played
a 30-minute set which was much too
short for such a talented outfit.
The group features a premier
rock vocalist in John Shlitt and an
outstanding· guitarist in Mike
Somerville. Head East featured two
new songs from and upcoming

·

ffilcho.el Somerville
album proving their style of hard
melodic rock is still going strong.
Editor's note: Sammy Hagar was
also on the bill, but was not
reviewed due to an interview with
Head East which will appear soon ..

J. Gells, guitarist extro.ordlno.lre

LOBO Photos By
George A. Gesner
ATIENTION
PHI BETA KAPPAs
Alpha Chapter of New Mexico
Meeting
Nov. 17, 1977 7:30p.m.
Room231E
New Mexico Union
All Phi Beta Kappas are invited to participate in the
activities of this chapter.
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The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Popejoy Hall
HEY FOLKS! WE!'RE HAVIN' A PLAY PARTY!
Help us celebrate an
old-fashioned country
wedding!!
Tuesday, November 22
at 8:15P.M.
in Popejoy Hall
Tickets Now $9.00,
$7.50' $6. 00
At Popejoy Hall and
SUB Box Offices
ASUNM & GSA Students
112 Price

A Sassy, Song-Filled,
Joyous Romp
A Foot-Stompin',
Square Dancin',
Blue Grass
Thanksgiving
Chivaree
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE
For Information Tel: 277-3121

The Tony Award Winning Musical Hit that
swept the Broadway critics by storm

Y'ALL COME- Y'HEAR?
And Before The Show, The Bar-B-Que

at the Student Union
BBQ-Squa1:e Ribs and Chicken
Corn Pone, Greens
Black-Eyed Peas

Buffet Reservation

Tel. 277-2811

Corn On The Cob
Pumpkin Pie
Cider & Coffee

•

,
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Classifieds
obo Gymnast

i..

IGenovese Reaches Great Helghts
~

Wednesday: Shadows Of Out
Fotgotten Rncestots
7:00 o.nd 9:15

Thur: Rise o.nd Fo.ll Of The Third Reich
7:00 Gnd 9:15

The Union

Theatre

1r·---------~------~
Buyonegtzza_,
1
1
I
I
I
1

i

Pizza Inn's lrresisti~o pizzas are now twice as tempting. Wilh 1his coupon,
when you buy any giant, largo or medium size 1hli1 crust pizza or any large slzo
thick cruot piz.za at the regular menu prlco, we'll gllle you one pizza ol tho next
amaJiot' siza with oqual number of lngrodlenta and tho some typo crust free.
Present this coupon with guost check.
Valid thru:

1
II
1
1

November23, 1977

"'J
; ... ..
r. Z"l4..t..&Lt.& ®.1

1240Wyomlng Blvd. N.E.
5555 Montgomery N.E.
3040 Juan Tabo

296-0588
881-1018
298-6868

L

i'

get the next sm3ller stze free.

INN-10

----------------•
.
P.czza.J..nn®
"~gota redingyou're goona lib us."©

\Starts FRIDAY!
#1 best-selling novel
•
•
1S now a moVIe.

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Sports Writer
He's the All-American boy from
Queens, N.Y., a Jerry Lewis look·
alike with t~e spritz of a daredevil
tossed in. He is ranked number one
on the UNM gymnastic team.
"Daredevil? Yes, I am. Danger is
my business, I love it," he said.
Perry Genovese is getting himself
into the Guinness Book of World
Records with that daredevil air.
Last summer, in New York, he
leaped over 31 standing people,
from a mini-tramp, an impressive
feat even for a man who is working
toward the 1980 Olympics as a goal.
The world record was previously
held by a Russian who leaped over
24people.
"It was pretty e.asy to break the
world record. My coach has a lot of
crazy, creative ideas for gymnastic
shows, and this was one of them.
The 31 people would equal more
than 2 volkswagens length-wise,"
Genovese said.
His eyes constantly shift to the
other team members working out
on the rings, the sidehorse, the
parallel bars, the high bar or the
floor exercises. He yells out an
encouraging wisecrack to a man
who is getting "bitten" by the side
horse.
"I really know what everybody's
going through when they're having
a hard time, so I try to be funny and
make them smile instead of cry.
I've cried plenty of times myself
when things aren't going right,"
Genovese said.
He has been shooting for the
Olympics since he was in the
seventh grade. "Sometimes it feels
like I've been in gymnastics forever,
actually I've been in for about
seven years. My dad was a gymnast,
and I wante'd to be like· him-you
knowhowitis," he said.

"If I stay healthy and keep

progressing then I've got a good
chance in the Olympics.
"Floor exercises are my best
event.
Gymnastics is very
demanding on your joints; they're
not designed to take wear and tear
like this, but I'm holding up pretty
good," Genovese said.
His face is narrow, incongt· 'ous
\Vith his large, muscular body. He
impatiently tries to brush off the
everpresent chalk, used to get a
better grip on the gym equipment.
An international gymnastics meet
was held last weekend in
Albuquerque
against
the
Czechoslovakians. Two UNM men
competed alongside of four U.S.
national gymnastic team members.
Genovese was one of them.

Greedy? Make it to Ned's on Wednesdays for their
Special Drink Night!
ll/16
CONTACTS?? P.olishlng & solutions, Casey Optical
tfn
Company, 255-8735.
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
cometoi717GirardNE;
11/18
GAY LIBERATION CLUB st:lfting Thurs. 7-12
p.m.; Sun. 2-10 p.m. Gays only. 255-4409,
11/22
NOW! NUNZIO's has whole wheat pizza. , .terrific
crust! Sicilian pizza.·. ,is a slice of delight! Regular
is regularly superb. 107 CornelrSE.
ll/17
SINGLE? Meet sincere members of the opposite sex,
Call DATELINE toll-free: 800-451-3245.
11128
MOM, wait 'till next year. We'll be sluing in the Diamond Club celebrating the Mets third pennant.
Love, your son,
11/16
WHOLE WHEAT" PIZZA with mushroom topping
for slices. Wed. Nov. 16, P~rry's Pizza, 2004
Central SE. Across from UNM, Pizza by the slice
and pan.
11/16
BONNIE RAITT will appear in concert at Popejoy
Hall on November 20. Due to the tremendous
popular response to this ASUNM/PEC presentation, a second show has been added. Bonnie Raitt
- November 20 - 7:30 p,m, and 10 p.m. Tickets
11/18
available at all Ticketma~ter locations,
SHARING TOGETHER gets better every year.
Happy 21st Birthday, Bang, Love, Puckic . 11/16

LOST AND FOUND

FIND YOURSELF In t11e Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
277-5907.
fs
FOUND: keys in ash tray in Mitchell Hall, 11/7.
Claim Marron Hall, Rm. 105.
I 1/16
LOST: notebook in phone booth, Yale & Central
817177. Please ca11294-8186 or 345-7828.
11/16
LOST: male Malamute/collie. Answers to Kilo, 2473116. Wht., brn., bll.::. Reward.
11/17
LOST: female pupp}'; beige white ch~st, white tip tail.
Lost Friduy, 1 J/11. Reward. 247-284~.
11/11
FOUND: small black male dog, curly haired, Call
265-4051, mornings best,
11/21

Perry Genovese: LOBO Player of the Week.

the rest of the women's squad.
Dianne Frew, also one of the team's
top all-around gymnasts, suffered a
knee injury and will not be able to
compete Wednesday night.

The UNM' womens team will
again be in action on Nov. 30, in an
exhibition meet with Denver
University in Johnson Gym.

4.

..I

511 Wyoming N.E. 265-3667
4523 4th N.W. 345·5301
· Belen at 614 Becker 864-3522 •

----------

HOUSING

SHALAKO

Dist. 2AAAA champ Eldorado,
last year's runner-up, will take on
the Farmington Scorpoins Friday
night ·at Wilson Stadium. This will
be the Golden Eagles' fourth
straight trip to the playoffs.
Down south Friday night, the
Alamogordo Tigers (runners-up in
3AAAA) will battle 4AAAA champ
Clovis.
Up-and-down defending state
champ Sandia will meet the
Carlsbad Cavemen Saturday at 1:30
at Wilson Stadium. Sandia's
phenomenal Mike Carter is
"questionable" said coach Jim
Ottman. The speedy running back
is nursing a leg injury.
In Triple-A opening round action
Friday, Portales is at unbeaten
Raton, Silver City visits Socorro
and Artesia will travel to Tularosa.
On Saturday, the Albuquerquqe
Academy Chargers will play host to
Taos.
Corona visits Hagerman in the
Class A title lilt_ Saturday and
fighting J a! faces Eunice in the AA
chamionship game.

5.

FORSALE

MAXELl. UD C-90 cassettes. $3,00 each. Minimum
order six. Free local-delivery same week. Fireny,
Box 7583,87104.256-1495,
12/2
20 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30.00 to $60,00. 441
Wyoming NE, '255-59R7,
1/27
HARRIS TWEED sport coats; highest quality wool,
from $50.00 plus. Silks, bc::tds, leathers, imported
clothing. Freed Co., 415 Central A\-'C, 1 NW, Albuquerque, N.M.
11/21
EKTA-SOUND CAMERA & PROJECTOR. Never
used, S250.QO for both. Call265-4836.
11/30
EPIPHONE
HOLLOW-BODY
ELECTRIC
GUITAR. $150.0..'1, 255-0145.
I 1/16
MARANTZ STEREO AMPLIFIER, 35 watts per
channel. Pristine, $125.00, 294-8841, 6-9.p.m.
.
11/16
HP 21 CALCULATOR. Never used; iqcludes optional applications 'book. $75.00. Call after 6:00 or
weekends, 268-2339,
ll/16
1976 YAMAHA DOHC-500, $1300.00. 5000 mi. 8970350 after 3 p.m.
I l/16
1969 13MW 2002. Runs good, good gas mileage, 4spced, 4 cylinder, $1 ,495.00. 242-2130.
11121
SUPER FIAT X 1/9 1976, New condition through·
out. Call Mark arter6 p.m, 266-2527,
11/21
1974 R75/6 BMW MOTORCYCLE. Excellent, under
who\c.~ale. P.ock. 298-0078.
11/22

BONNIE RAI1T will appear in concert at Popejoy
Hall on November 20. Due to the tremendous
populor response to tl1is ASUNM/PEC presenla·
tion, a second show has been added, Bonnie Raitt
~ November 20 - 7;30 p.m. _H:nd ~0 p.m. Tickets
available al all Ticketrnaster locQtions,
11/18

6.

EMPLOYMENT

Work in the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233.

rs

277~5907.

ADDRESSERS WANTED immcdlntclyl Work at
home - no cx)lcrience necessary- excellent pay.
Wrile American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
2fi9, Dallas, TX'1523J,
11/16
CHEL~EA

STREET PIJU BEATS the neiV minimum
wage, Kitchen help starting pay $2.65/hr. Waiter&
waitrc~s cpenings availnble, super pay- super tips.
Ajlply in person, Cornnado Center. Pnrt or full
time, day or night shim,
1211

TEMPORARY PART TrME employment: Stay-InSchool Program, Kirtland AFB, Jobs include;
engineering aiO:cs, math aides, physical science
aides, clerks &. clerk-typists, Pay: $2.30/hr, $4.28/hr. Apply through Work-Sti,Jdy Office, Mc~a
Vista Hall. Kirtland is an Equal Opportunity Cm·
player,
1212
MARRIED STUDENT to live at motel as nil!:
111anagcr in cxchanse for apt. Frontier Lodge, 6300
Central SE, 256-3576.
IJ/17
HELP WANTED, 18 or over, Apply Subway Sandwiches, 8019 MeJlual NE.
11/16
WAITRESS WANTED; good tips. Must be 21 or
older. Apply at Pizza l~ut, 1020 Juan Tnbo NE.
11/18
PART TIME HELP for my business, $425,00
monthly. 294-2064, l-3 p.m. only.
11/16
PART TIME slockers - clerks, must be over 21,
Graduate students only. ApplY in person, Snve-way
Liquor Stores, .5704 Lomas Blvd. NE; 5516 Menual

IW

WEAVE }'our own X-mas girts~-..- quick, in~:xpcn\he,
umt~ual, J Week course-the Wcnvc-r's Studio, 205
St:.nfordSE,265-9100.
Jlll3'

STArr MEETING of UNM Llternr)'/ Art.~ mo~culnc:
Mltche1ti10;Thurs<1av.Nnv 11.8ll.l11,

J\117

TDDAY'S CIDSSIDID PVZZLI
positions
43 N.Y.'s
neighbor
plant
44 Identical
5Wet
45 Title ol
9 --··- S ue ,
honor
14 Make sulfer 46 Feel dizzy
15---- Kazan: 48 Post
Movie VIP 52 Piece of
16 Man of the
paper
cloth
money
17 Notion
56 Bikini part
18 Europ~an 57 Musical
direction
19 Place In a
row
58 Pretext
20 Interjection 59 Cardinals or J-:.J,.:,>f-2+-':.f
of stiock
Blue Jays
21 Noughts
60---- board
and crosses 61 Where Anna ~w..~~
23 ···-·
taught
pulls
strength
62 Have value
9 Placed at in·
25 N. ,Amer,
63 Medicine
tervals
com
portions
10 Promenades
26 Golf Item
64 Current
11 Newspaper
item
27 Happy
65 City In Iowa
29 Cheer
· _ 12'Work: Prefix
32 Bar
13 Ribbon:
beverages
Prefix
35 Disparaging
DOWN
21 Unites
22 Separated
remark
36 Kind of
24 Shopworn
show
1 Change.of 27 Forest area
37 Object of
workers
28 Clair de..
worship
2 Hero-actor 30 Passage
381ncllne
-·--Murphy 31 Pronoun
39 Narrow
3 Untried
32 Farm build·
margin
4 After Zeta
lng
40 Parasitic In· 5 Taint
33 God of art
'sects
6 Ms. Faye
34 Tenets
41 Neap, e.g.
7 Kind of fur 35 Meager
42 Lively com· s Emit loud
36 Garment
.
1 .A romat1c

38 Church pew
42 Unreliable
person
44 E. Indian
soldiers
45 Emitting
vapor
47 ·--·- oous:
Between
ourselves
48 Place
49·Steel girder
50 Speak
publicly
51 Titles
52 Malamute's
tow
53 Blood:
Prefix
54 Church area
55 Coasted
59 Pewter cotn

ALL
~. ~LEVI'S

INN

ha~

deluxe e£ndcncies rrom

$145.00, utilities paid. City bus service dowrt
Central available. Apartment includes modern
kitchen. Lo1mge, restaurant & swimming pool on
premhes. 12901 Central NE. 299-0434.
1212
U1'ILITIES PAID. Cozy 1 bedroom cottage, fenced,
blocks to UNM. Sl\5.00 262-1751, Valley Rentals.
$30.00fec.
lt/16

lobo
men's
shop
•

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
times(s) beginning
, under, the heading
Lobo
(circle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4, Housing;
5. For Saie;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising'Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance

I

I.

Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

.··:··.stJN'G~.4s·s.l{ororsi·····
(ni:d dOor to co.teu Re:rall Drug

Lomas at Washington
255,6329

MISCELLANEOUS

ACROSS

WANTEO PART TIME help as Security Guard.~.
Hours flexible. Cull S,I.A .• 242·5261.
12/2

m~N~

8,

TRA.VEL

TUUMU TIRED? Adver1hlng £or u ridt! In ~he
• LOilO's Truvt;>1 Sl'Clhm I.~ beUer thnn yo11r cnrdbt~nrd Jllncnn1, 277·5656
11/18

m6fron Ho.ll rn. 105

•. . ·. ·<•n~r·JJ!!tis,Jill9t~>•Ch~!lme-/ · •. . .
Cr!ldientsi Mil't!>r~, 9r Polorl~ik .
. ·. · ·. Ca.sey ()ptu:m 1 Co. . · •.
-

7.

TYPING, 1st quality. 883-7787.
tfn
EXPERT TYPING. Reasonable rates. 266-3953.
11118
VOLVO REPAIR; also some parts. Reasonable,
guaranteed, Mike, 247-9083 eves.
11/18
RELIABl._E TYPING. 60c per page. 881-7546. 12/2
KINKO'S TYF,ING SERVICE (IBM Selectric), and
of course, copie~. 268-8515.
1211

Playoffs Slated
There'll be some old faces and
some new faces in the state high
school AAAA football championships beginning this weekend.
Friday night the surprising
Cibola Cougars travel to the capital
city to face the Santa Fe Demons in
ihe first round of the playoffs. This
is the first trip ever to the playoffs
for the Cibola grid squad. As a
matter of fact, this is the first year
the Cougars have ever had a
wimming season.
Cibola took second place in Dist.
2AAAA this year with a 6-4 overall
record and a 4-2 district record. The
Cougars had compiled a 5-23-2
record in three previous years of
existence.

ONE BLOCK TO UNM. Deluxe I bedroom, twin m
double beds. $1RS.OG. Varsity House, 141
Columbia SE, 268-0525.
1211
WHAT IS A COLLEGE JNN7 Good food, Carpeted, air conditioning. Apartment style Jiving. 303
Ash NE, 243-2881.
11/16

SERVICES

SERVE In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233. 217-5907. fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on disscrtation!i,
rcpotts:, proposals, scri(liS. Frauenglass Associates,
344·8344.
11/18
EXPERTTYPING. 266-4567.
11/16

T•rma: caah In ad¥anc•.
D•adlln.., 12 noon for t1•xt doll'• po.ptu

FENCED PRIVAC't';~carpetcd·4 room home, patio.
Now$120,00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 rce,
11/16
3 BLOCKS TO UNM: I bedroom, bills paid, $55,00,
262-1751, Valley Rental~. $30,00 fee,
11/ltl
ROOMMATE WANTED for 2 bedroom apt. ncar
UNM. $85.00/month. l>atricia DiVnsto, 243-4088,
11/21

REWARD FOR RETURN of orange windbreaker
left in library, Monday, 11/14. Jcff,294-3453.ll/21

QA T' •NO SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial syslem. Technical, general, legal, medicnl,
schohmlc. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
12/2
LSA1'-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare now.
Call PENM S42-5200.
tfn
TYPJNO;'MA, Erig\i~h. on·ciinlpus:296;SS64.
· fs·'

I
II

'.,

tion, steriUzation, abortion, Right to Choose, 294017!.
1213

He receives this week's Daily
LOBO Player of the Week for his
overall performance against the
Czechs.
Genovese begins warming up,
stretching, kicking and casually
doing handstands and flips on the
mats.
He jumps up to grab the high bar
and toes pointed, he works ·up
speed to do giant swings around the
bar with no visible effort.
Dismounting with a double flip and
a full twist somehow worked into
the split-second time in the air, he ·
flies through the air with greatest of
ease, as the old song goes.
"Being number one on this team
is a great honor but at the same
time, any of these guys could be
number one also," Genovese said.

3.

9:00-2:00

EUBANK itCANDELARII\ N.E.· 21,18·1669

Ulct Cl:tssified Advertising, M~rron Hall, Rm. 105
or call 277-5656.
ll/16
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contracep-

II

Sat.

C~ Ea.sti.Twilt

knowing if you are one of the. rollowing trlo;
Elizabeth Budd~ Alan OtlJllaS, David Shaw. Con-

2.

Mon.-Fri. •
9:00-6:00

Showtimes
Weekdays 7:00 9:40
Weekends I :40 4:20
9:40

DON'T GO HOME FOR THANKSGIVING without

Gymnasts Unveiled
The UNM women's gymnastic
team will open its season tonight at
7:30 with an intersquad meet.
Claudia Thomas, UNM women's
gymnastics coach in her fourth year
with the UNM team, said the intersquad meet will be the "first
starting point for the women." The
meet will be the first opportunity
the team has had to be scored in its
events, and will give it an indication
as to where it stands at this point of
the season.
The women's squad has been
working out regularly, six days a
week for a minimum of three hours
a day. Thomas feels that the team is
"of the highest caliber, and great
conte.nders" in the upcoming
conference competition. Thomas
also feels that the conference in
which the UNM squad competes is
strong, particulary Utah State and
Arizona State. Both schools will
give UNM toughcompetition.
UNM's top all-around performer, Joann J ost, will be
competing in the meet along with

PERSONALS

Ro.tes: 15c per word per do.,11, Sl minimum.
5 pr more consecutive do.,11s,
9c per word per-do..11
(no refunds If co.nceled before 5 lnaertlona).

Enclosed

$•----- Placed by

---------~

Telephone:__.....,_____;__

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
ONM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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ASUNM
Popular Entertainment Committee
Presents

In Concert

Sunday,

~ovember

20

..

Ill

Popejoy Hall
Because of the tremendous ·popular
response to this concert,
a second show has been added

First Show At 7 : 30 PM.
Second Show At 10: 00· PM

$7.00 and $6.50
With A $1.00 Student Discount

Tickets Available At
UNM SUB Box Office
Popejoy Hall Box Office
And

·All TicketMaster Locations

\
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